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Web Hosting & Domain Names

Lebvision has continuously delivered high quality yet affordable Web Hosting & Server solutions. Lebvision has the best
hosting prices on the lebanese market.With years of experience, our servers have 99% up time running. Our servers are
linux based servers with PHP, MYSQL and ASP enabled. We deliver high qualityhosting solutions, with a control panel,
statistic pages, and a lot more. Our servers are monitored 24/24. Here is a list of our premade hosting packages, if you
need anything in specific please do not hesitate to contact us.
With years of experience, our servers have 99% up time running. Our servers are linux based servers with PHP, MYSQL
and ASP enabled. We deliver high quality hosting solutions, with a control panel, statistic pages, and a lot more. Our
servers are monitored 24/24. Here is a list of our premade hosting packages, if you need anything in specific please do
not hesitate to contact us.Basic Starter Plan
The Starter Plan is our entry-level web hosting package. With 200MB of Space, 1GB of bandwidth it's ideal for smaller
personal sites such as blogs, forums, online albums amongst many others. To order please contact us .
- Web space: 250 MB - Data transfer: 1500 MB - Unlimited Email - 10 Databases - 10 Subusers - Frontpage support Secured server - Free Support - Yearly: $50- Setup fee: Free
Pro Plan
The PRo Plan provides all the features for the majority of sites that are hosted online. With 1GB of space and a massive
10GB of bandwidth it's perfect for small businesses and busy personal sites. To order contact us .
- Web space: 1,000 MB - Data transfer: 10 GB - Unlimited Email - 20 Databases - 20 Subusers - Frontpage support Secured server - Free Support- Yearly: $90- Setup fee: Free
Advanced Plan
The advanced Plan is for sites with large storage space and high traffic requirements. For small to medium sized
businesses that require a robust web and email service or sites streaming Audio and/or Video files this plan is perfect for
your needs. To order contact us .
- Web space: 2,000 MB - Data transfer: 20 GB - Unlimited Email - Unlimited Databases - Unlimited Subusers - Frontpage
support - Secured server - Free Support - Yearly: $180- Setup fee: Free

http://www.lebvision.com
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